
Map 2: Navigation

 Commercial anchorages
 These are anchorages for large commercial vessels waiting to enter Tauranga Harbour. These 

three sites to the east of the Tauranga Harbour entrance are specified in Schedule One of the  
Bay of Plenty Regional Navigation and Safety Bylaws 2004.

 Wave rider buoy buffer
 A wave-rider buoy is located to the east of Motunau Island, 13 km offshore from Pukehina beach.  

A 1,000 m radius buffer has been placed around the buoy to avoid any structures being close 
enough to alter the swell conditions the buoy records.

 Commercial shipping lanes and buffer
 Commercial shipping lanes have been mapped with a width of 5.5 km (three nautical miles).

 The lanes on the seaward sides of Mayor and White Island are based on the Maritime  
New Zealand document entitled “Shipping routes around the New Zealand coast”. This is a  
voluntary code for ships carrying harmful liquid substances in bulk. Lanes have also been  
included on the landward side of Mayor and White Islands as a number of large ships use these 
routes, especially during high winds from the south east through to the west. 

 There is a 5.5 km buffer either side of the commercial shipping lane. The wide buffer is proposed 
because it allows;

space for vessels passing each other, 

a wide turning or stopping area,

dispersion of sewage and ballast water discharged from large vessels which could contaminate 
marine farms. 

 Maritime New Zealand and the Harbour Master provided advice on the commercial shipping lanes 
and buffer. Advice was also taken from Maritime New Zealand’s “Aquaculture Management Areas 
& Marine Farms Guidelines”.

 Popular navigation access zones 
 A 5.5 km radius zone around river mouths, estuary mouths and popular boat launching sites  

provides for navigational access for boats. These areas were defined on advice from the  
Harbour Master and public consultation. The large size of the areas is to allow enough space  
for the difficulties that vessels can have when navigating during adverse weather conditions  
and at night. 

 Port dredgings dump grounds
 The Port of Tauranga regularly dumps large quantities of sediment dredged from Tauranga Harbour 

at various sites offshore from Mount Maunganui. These all have current consents and are recorded 
in Schedule Eight of the Coastal Plan.
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